Let A, B be two rings and T = A M 0 B with M an A-B-bimodule. Given two complete hereditary cotorsion pairs (A A , B A ) and (C B , D B ) in A-Mod and B-Mod respectively. We define two cotorsion pairs (Φ(A A , C B ), Rep(B A , D B )) and (Rep(A A , C B ), Ψ(B A , D B )) in T -Mod and show that both of these cotorsion pairs are complete and hereditary. Given two cofibrantly generated model structures M A and M B on A-Mod and B-Mod respectively. Using the result above, we investigate when there exist a cofibrantly generated model structure M T on T -Mod and a recollement of Ho(M T ) relative to Ho(M A ) and Ho(M B ). Finally, some applications are given in Gorenstein homological algebra.
Introduction
Let A and B be two rings. For any bimodule A M B , we write T for the upper triangular matrix ring A M 0 B . Such rings play an important role in the study of the representation theory of artin rings and algebras. It is known that each T -module is identified with a triple X Y φ , where X ∈ A-Mod, Y ∈ B-Mod and φ : M ⊗ B Y → X is a homomorphism of A-modules (see [20, Theorem 1.5] ). Denote by ψ the corresponding homomorphism from Y to Hom A (M, X) by adjoint isomorphism. Some important classes of modules over upper triangular matrix rings have been studied by many authors (e.g., see [21] , [22] , [38] , [39] and [10] and their references). Now we recall the characterizations of the following classes of left T -modules. Let X = X 1 X 2 φ be a left T -module. (1) ([21, Theorem 3.1]) X is projective if and only if X 2 is projective in B-Mod, cokerφ is projective in A-Mod and φ is monomorphic.
(2) ([22, Proposition 5.1]) X is injective if and only if X 1 is injective in A-Mod, kerψ is injective in B-Mod and ψ is epimorphic.
(3) ( [14] , [12, Theorem 2.5] ) X is flat if and only if X 2 is flat in B-Mod, cokerφ is flat in A-Mod and φ is monomorphic.
(4) ([10, Theorem 3.5]) Suppose that A M has finite projective dimension, M B has finite flat dimension and A is left Gorenstein regular (see [10, Definition 2.1] or Section 4 below). Then X is Gorenstein projective if and only if X 2 and cokerφ are Gorenstein projective and the homomorphism φ is monomorphic.
(5) ([10, Theorem 3.8]) Suppose that A M has finite projective dimension, M B has finite flat dimension and B is left Gorenstein regular. Then X is Gorenstein injective if and only if X 1 and kerψ are Gorenstein injective and the homomorphism ψ is epimorphic.
Let R be a ring. Recall that a cotorsion pair in R-Mod is a pair (A, B) of classes of R-modules which are orthogonal with respect to Ext 1 R (−, −). Denote by P R , I R , GP R , GI R the classes of projective, injective, Gorenstein projective and Gorenstein injective left R-modules, respectively. It is known that (P R , R-Mod) and (R-Mod, I R ) are complete hereditary cotorsion pairs. If R is a ring with all projective left R-modules having finite injective dimension, then (GP R , GP ⊥ R ) is a complete hereditary cotorsion pair in R-Mod by [35, Theorem 4.2] . It is shown in [33, Theorem 4.6 ] that ( ⊥ GI R , GI R ) is a complete cotorsion pair for any ring. By the characterizations above, it seems that the class of T -modules as the left (resp. right) half of a cotorsion pair shares the same descriptions under some conditions.
On the other hand, the notion of a torsion pair in an abelian category was introduced by Dickson [8] . It plays a prominent role in representation theory of algebras. Campbell [4] proved that the torsion pairs for T -mod correspond bijectively to pairs of torsion pairs, one for A-mod and one for B-mod. This motivates us to investigate the relationship of cotorsion pairs among A-Mod, B-Mod and T -Mod. Given a class C of modules, we write C A (resp. C B ) instead of C if C ⊆ A-Mod (resp. C ⊆ B-Mod). Let C and D be two classes of modules. In Section 3, we set the following classes of T -modules:
We have the following main result which shows that two complete hereditary cotorsion pairs, one in A-Mod and one in B-Mod, induce two complete hereditary cotorsion pairs in T -Mod. The proof of this theorem is inspired by [24, Theorem A] .
Cotorsion pairs and their relation to model structures have been the topic of much recent research. The most wonderful result in [26] , which is now known as Hovey's correspondence, says that there is a one-to-one correspondence between abelian model structures and complete cotorsion pairs. Hovey's correspondence makes it clear that an abelian model structure on abelian category can be represented by a triple M = (Q, W, R). Becker [1] and Gillespie [16] showed that given two complete hereditary cotorsion pairs (Q, R) and ( Q, R), if Q ⊆ Q (or equivalently R ⊆ R) and Q ∩ R = Q ∩ R, then there is a thick subcategory W such that M = (Q, W, R) forms a Hovey triple. Thus, there exists the triangulated equivalence
where Q ∩ R denotes the stable categpry of the Frobenius category Q∩R (see [18, Theorem 4.3] ). If R is a Gorenstein ring (i.e. a left and right Noetherian ring with finite injective dimension as either left or right module over itself ), the cotorsion pairs (GP R , W R ) and (P R , R-Mod) satisfy the condition P R ⊆ GP R and GP R ∩ W R = P R , where W R is the category of left R-modules with finite projective (injective) dimension. Hence M = (GP R , W R , R-Mod) forms a hereditary abelian model structure on R-Mod. Then there exists a triangulated equivalence
If we consider Artin algebras and finitely generated modules, Zhang proved in [39, Theorem 3.5 ] that if T is a Gorenstein algebra and A M is projective, then there is a recollement of GP T relative to GP A and GP B . Inspired by the above equivalences and recollement, we answer the following question in Section 4. Finally, we give some applications of our main results for Gorenstein projective and Gorenstein flat model structures. It is shown that the homotopy category of these model structures on T -Mod admits a recollement relative to corresponding homotopy categories.
Preliminaries
Now we introduce some notations and conventions used later in the paper. For more details the reader can consult [11, 19] and [25] . All the rings we consider will be associative rings with identity, all the modules considered will be unital modules. For any ring R, we denote the category of left R-modules by R-Mod.
Cotorsion pairs. A cotorsion pair is a pair (A, B) of classes of left R-modules such that
Here A ⊥ is the class of left R-modules X such that Ext 1 R (A, X) = 0 for all A ∈ A, and similarly ⊥ B is the class of left R-modules Y such that Ext 1 R (Y, B) = 0 for all B ∈ B. A cotorsion pair (A, B) is said to be complete if it has enough projectives and injectives, i.e., for any left R-module X, there are exact sequences 0 Let C be a class of left R-modules. Following [19, Definition 5.15] , the cotorsion pair generated by C is ( ⊥ (C ⊥ ), C ⊥ ) and the cotorsion pair cogenerated by C is ( ⊥ C, ( ⊥ C) ⊥ ). By [19, Theorem 6.11] , if a cotorsion pair (A, B) is generated by a set, then it is complete. We say that a class G of left R-modules is generating if any left R-module is the quotient of a set-indexed coproduct of modules in G. A cotorsion pair (A, B) is called small [26, Definition 6.4] if it is generated by a set and A is generating.
A class of left R-modules is resolving if it contains all the projective left R-modules and is closed under extensions, kernels of epimorphisms and direct summands. We say that a cotorsion pair (A, B) is resolving if A is resolving; (A, B) is coresolving if the right hand class B satisfies the dual; (A, B) is hereditary [19] if it is both resolving and coresolving.
Let C ∈ R-Mod and F a class of modules closed under isomorphic images and direct summands. An F-precover of C is a homomorphism φ : F → C with F ∈ F such that given any other homomorphism φ ′ : F ′ → C with F ′ ∈ F, there exists a homomorphism ϕ : F ′ → F such that φ ′ = φϕ. An F-precover φ : F → C is called special, if φ is epimorphic and kerφ ∈ F ⊥ . F-preenvelopes and special F-preenvelopes are defined dually.
2.2
Recollement. Let T ′ , T , T ′′ be triangulated categories. We give the definition that appeared in [28] based on localization and colocalization sequences. The standard reference is [2] .
→ T ′′ be a sequence of triangulated functors between triangulated categories. We say it is a localization sequence when there exist right adjoints F ρ and G ρ giving a diagram of functors as below with the listed properties.
(3) For any object X ∈ T , we have GX = 0 if and only if X ∼ = F X ′ for some X ′ ∈ T ′ . A colocalization sequence is the dual. That is, there must exist left adjoints F λ and G λ with the analogous properties.
This brings us to the definition of a recollement where the sequence of functors T ′ F → T G → T ′′ is both a localization sequence and a colocalization sequence. 
For more details of recollements of abelian categories we refer the reader to [31] .
Upper triangular matrix rings. Let A, B be two rings and T =
bimodule. Next, we recall the description of left T -modules via column vectors. Let X 1 ∈ A-Mod and X 2 ∈ B-Mod, and let φ X : M ⊗ B X 2 → X 1 be a homomorphism of left A-modules. The left T -module structure on X = X 1 X 2 is defined by the following identity a m 0 b
Cotorsion pairs over upper triangular matrix rings
According to the recollement constructed by [31] and [39] , we have the following recollement of abelian categories: 
Keeping the notations as above, we have the following lemma.
We have the following natural isomorphisms:
Proof.
(1) The isomorphism follows from Lemma 3.1 and the fact that i * is an exact functor and preserves projective modules.
(2) The isomorphism follows from Lemma 3.1 and the fact that j * is an exact functor and preserves injective modules.
(3) If φ N is monomorphic, consider a short exact sequence in T -Mod
Now the Snake Lemma gives us an exact sequence 0 → cokerφ K → cokerφ P → cokerφ N → 0.
Since P is projective, cokerφ P is a projective A-module. Thus the isomorphism follows from the first paragraph of the proof in [29, Lemma 3.10] .
The proof of (4) is dual to that of (3). (5) Consider the short exact sequence in T -Mod
Next, we claim that Ext 2
→ Y → 0 be an exact sequence with P projective. Applying j ! , we get an exact sequence j ! K −→ j ! P −→ j ! Y −→ 0 which can be visualised by the commutative diagram:
so φ is an isomorphism by the Five Lemma. Therefore, we get an exact sequence in T -Mod:
Applying Hom T (−, X 1 0 ), we get the exact sequence
Since j ! P is projective, we have Ext 2 T (j ! P, X 1 0 ) = 0. Since φ is an isomorphism, we also have
Then it is easy to check that Ext 2 T (j ! Y, X 1 0 ) = 0. This proves our claim.
Finally, applying Hom T (j ! Y, −) to the exact sequence ( * ), we get the isomorphisms
). The proof of (6) is dual to that of (5).
For two classes C and D of modules, we set the following classes of T -modules:
Similarly, the notation such as
Note that the notation such as
If the classes C and D of modules are the same, we set
Denote by I A (resp. P B ) the class of injective left A-modules (resp. projective left B-modules).
We have the following observation.
be an upper triangular matrix ring and C A (resp. D B ) a class of A-modules (resp. B-modules). Set
Then (a) follows immediately from Lemma 3.2 (1) and (5) .
. Then (b) follows immediately from Lemma 3.2 (2) and (6) .
, we first show that Hom A (φ X , N ) is epimorphic for each A-module N ∈ C A , that is, we must show for every homomorphism f : M ⊗ B X 2 → N , there exists a homomorphism g making the following diagram commutative:
is exact in T -Mod. Note that Ext 1 T (X, i * (N )) = 0, hence the sequence above is split. So there exists a morphism α β :
We also have the following commutative diagram in A-Mod:
If we put g := a, then f = gφ X . By assumption, since A-Mod has injective cogenerators, φ X is a monomorphism. On the other side, the isomorphisms from Lemma 3.2 (2) and (3) 
Similarly, (d) follows from Lemma 3.2 (4) and (6) .
We construct four cotorsion pairs in T -Mod in the next theorem.
is a cotorsion pair in A-Mod generated by a class M A and cogenerated by a class N A (e.g.,
is a cotorsion pair in B-Mod generated by a class U B and cogenerated by a class V B (e.g., It is clear that cotorsion pairs C 1 and C 3 are hereditary. 
then the cotorsion pair in T -Mod generated by
S 1 (M A , U B ) is C 1 = ( ⊥ Rep(B A , D B ), Rep(B A , D B )). If I A ⊆ N A , then the cotorsion pair in T -Mod cogenerated by S(N A , V B ) is C 2 = (Φ(A A , C B ), Φ(A A , C B ) ⊥ ). (b) If Ext 1 A ( A M, Q) = 0 for any Q ∈ N A , then the cotorsion pair in T -Mod cogenerated by S 2 (N A , V B ) is C 3 = (Rep(A A , C B ), Rep(A A , C B ) ⊥ ). If P B ⊆ U B , then the cotorsion pair in T -Mod generated by S(M A , U B ) is C 4 = ( ⊥ Ψ(B A , D B ), Ψ(B A , D B )).( ⊥ Rep(B A , D B ), Rep(B A , D B )) and ( ⊥ Ψ(B A , D B ), Ψ(B A , D B )).
Suppose that (A
To this end, consider the following commutative diagram
By assumption, Tor B 1 (M B , Z 2 ) = 0, then φ X is a monomorphism. From the Snake Lemma and the assumption, it now follows that cokerφ X is in
. Consider the following exact sequence
It is now very easy to check that Tor B 1 (M B , E) = 0, finishing the proof.
(2) The proof is dual to that of (1).
be an upper triangular matrix ring. Adopt the notations from Theorem 3.4.
Proof. We just prove (1) since (2) follows by duality. From Theorem 3.4 we have
and it must be shown that
To show the opposite inclusion, it suffices to argue that every X = X 1
The following is the main result of this section which provides a way to construct hereditary complete cotorsion pairs in T -Mod. (
is generated by a set S ′ , then we have S ′ ⊆ Φ(A A , C B ) and S ′ ⊥ = Rep(B A , D B ). By the isomorphism from Lemma 3.2 (3), we get i * (S ′ ) ⊆ A A and (i * (S ′ )) ⊥ = B A . It follows that (A A , B A ) is generated by a set.
In order to prove that (A A , B A ) is hereditary, we only need to show that A A is closed under kernels of epimorphisms. Consider the exact sequence 0
Applying the functor i * , we get an exact sequence 0
The method used to show (C B , D B ) is a hereditary cotorsion pair generated by a set is dual.
Specializing Theorem 3.8 to the case A = C and B = D, we have the following result. 
Recollements of homotopy categories
A nice introduction to the basic idea of a model category can be found in [25] . We begin by recalling Hovey's correspondence. First, we need the definition of an abelian model structure.
Definition 4.1. An abelian model category [25] is a bicomplete abelian category C equipped with a model structure such that:
(1) a map is a cofibration if and only if it is a monomorphism with cofibrant cokernel, (2) a map is a fibration if and only if it is an epimorphism with fibrant kernel.
Hovey then characterizes abelian model categories in terms of cotorsion pairs. So in fact one could even take the cotorsion pairs given in the correspondence below as the definition of an abelian model category. By a thick subcategory of an abelian category C we mean a class W of objects of C which is closed under direct summands and such that if two out of three of the terms in a short exact sequence are in W, then so is the third. The following lemma provides us a way to construct a Hovey triple from two cotorsion pairs. 
By the lemma above, given two hereditary small cotorsion pairs (A A , B A ), (C A , D A ) in A-Mod, which satisfy the conditions (1) and (2) , D B ) ). In general, these two cotorsion pairs don't satisfy the conditions (1) and (2) M ⇄ N such that L preserves cofibrations and trivial cofibrations (it is equivalent to require that R preserves fibrations and trivial fibrations). In this case the pair (L, R) is also called a Quillen adjunction. A Quillen map induces adjoint total derived functors between the homotopy categories [30] . The class of weak equivalences is the most important class of morphisms in a model category. It is easy to see that a map is a weak equivalence if and only if it factors as a trivial cofibration followed by a trivial fibration. The following important characterization is proved in [26, Lemma 5.8] . , A B ) ∩ W T imply that i * preserves cofibrations and trivial cofibrations. Thus (i * , i ! ) is a Quillen adjunction. Similarly, j * is a left adjoint and preserves cofibrations and trivial cofibrations. Hence (j * , j * ) is a Quillen adjunction by the definition. By [30, Proposition 16.2.2] , the total derived functor L i * and R i ! exist and form an adjoint between Ho(M A ) and Ho(M T ), L j * and R j * exist and form an adjoint between Ho(M T ) and Ho(M B ). That is, we have the following diagram
In general, the right derived functor is defined on objects by first taking a fibrant replacement and then applying the functor. Similarly, the left derived functor is defined by first taking a cofibrant replacement and then applying the functor. So we have computed (L i * , R i ! ) = (i * Q A , i ! R T ) and (L j * , R j * ) = (j * Q T , j * R B ). Here, the notation such as Q A means to take a special A A -precover. Similarly the notation R T means to take a special Rep(D A , D B )-preenvelope. We wish to show that these functors preserve exact triangles. By [27, 6.7] , it suffices to prove that L i * and L j * are triangulated. Recall from [15, 
First we point out that if (Q, W, R) is any hereditary Hovey triple, then the fully exact subcategory Q∩R is a Frobenius category with Q∩W ∩R being precisely the class of projective-injective in M A by Lemma 4.3. So, in Ho(M A ), we have a commutative diagram
where η : 1 → i ! i * is the unit of adjunction (i * , i ! ). This diagram gives rise to a natural isomorphism:
Next we prove (2) . Let X ∈ Ho(M B ) be any object. Using the completeness of the cotorsion (Rep(B A , B B ) ) ⊆ B B = W B ∩ D B . Thus j * p, q are weak equivalences in M B . Hence, we have isomorphisms L j * • R j * (X) ∼ = L j * • R j * (E) ∼ = j * N q ∼ = j * j * D j * p ∼ = j * j * E ∼ = j * j * X ∼ = X in Ho(M B ). By an argument similar to that in (1), we see that these isomorphisms are natural.
For (3), denote by Im L i * the essential image of L i * . It is easy to see Im L i * ⊆ ker L j * . Conversely, let X = X 1 X 2 ∈ ker L j * . We claim that there exists Y ∈ A-Mod such that L i * (Y ) ∼ = X in Ho(M). By the action of the functor L j * , we have an exact sequence 0
). Note that P is isomorphic to X in Ho(M T ) and this sequence induces an exact sequence 0
In fact, define Y := cokerφ P , we have L i * (cokerφ P ) ∼ = X in Ho(M T ). Indeed, consider the short exact sequence
) and cokerφ P ∈ A A , we get that X ∼ = P ∼ = cokerφ P 0 ∼ = L i * (cokerφ P ) in Ho(M T ). Hence the desired result follows immediately.
By a similar type of argument to the above proposition, we have the next result. , D B ) ) is a cofibrantly generated abelian model structure on T -Mod and the sequence
is a colocalization sequence of triangulated categories, where L i * , L j ! , R i * and R j * are the total derived functors of those in Section 3.
Proof. Note that the functors i * and j ! are not exact, so we give an outline of the proof. Let
First, it is easy to check (i * , i * ) and (j ! , j * ) are Quillen adjunctions. Hence, their total derived functors exist. By using [1, Lemma 1.4.4] and its dual, along with the fact that the functors i * and j * are exact and preserve projective-injective objects, we get that R i * and R j * are triangle functors. Then L i * and L j ! are also triangle functors by [27, 6.4] . To show we have a colocalization sequence, it remains to show
(3) The essential image of R i * equals the kernel of R j * .
To prove (1), let X ∈ Ho(M A ). Since (i * , i * ) is a Quillen adjunction, i * takes trivial fibrations between fibrant object in M A to weak equivalences in M T . By Ken Brown's Lemma (see [30, Lemma 14.2.9 ]), we get that i * takes all weak equivalences between fibrant objects to weak equivalences in M T . Thus i * R A X ∼ = i * R A Q A X in Ho(M T ). Replacing X by a cofibration object X ′ := Q A X, we have an isomorphism X ∼ = X ′ in Ho(M A ), where X ′ ∈ A A . The functor R i * = i * R A acts by X ′ → i * D, where i * D is in the short exact sequence 0
. Consider the following commutative diagram
From the Snake Lemma, the sequence ( ‡) is also left exact. Furthermore, We have inclusions
Thus i * p, q are weak equivalences in M A . Hence, we have isomorphisms
. We see that these isomorphisms are natural. Next we prove (2) . Let X ∈ Ho(M B ). Replacing X by a cofibration object X ′ , we have an isomorphism X ∼ = X ′ in Ho(M B ), where X ′ ∈ A B . The functor L j ! = j ! R B acts by X ′ → j ! F , where j ! F is in the short exact sequence
By the proof of Lemma 3.2 (5), we get an exact sequence in T -Mod:
is resolving. It follows that φ is monomorphic. Thus 1 ⊗ g is monomorphic. So the sequence ( §) is also left exact. Now applying j * R to j ! F gives us j * N in the next exact sequence
It is easy to see that these isomorphisms are natural.
(3) This is clear. Now, we are ready to give our main result of this section. 
giving rise to a natural isomorphism L i * ∼ = R i * . The proof of the natural isomorphism L j * ∼ = R j * is similar. Finally, we give some applications of Theorem 4.6 to Gorenstein homological algebra. Let R be a ring. Recall that a left R-module M is Gorenstein projective [11] if M = kerd 0 P for some exact complex of projective left R-modules Recall that for any ring R, the big singularity category D Sg (R) = D b (R-Mod)/K b (Proj-R) (see [6] and [3, Section 6] Recall that a left R-module M is Gorenstein injective [11] if M = kerd 0 I for some exact complex of injective left R-modules
which remains exact after applying Hom R (E, −) for any injective left R-module E. Denote by GI R the class of Gorenstein injective left R-modules. By [10, Theorem 3.8], if A M has finite projective dimension, M B has finite flat dimension and B is left Gorenstein regular, then GI T = Ψ(GI). Recall that a triplet (F, H, L) is called a small hereditary cotorsion triple [5] if (F, H) and (H, L) are small hereditary cotorsion pairs. We have the following equivalence. Recall that a left R-module M is called Gorenstein flat [11] if M = kerd 0 F for some exact complex of flat left R-modules
which remains exact after applying I ⊗ R − for any injective right R-module I. Denote by GF R the class of Gorenstein flat left R-modules. Next, we give the characterization of Gorenstein flat left T -modules. Proof. Since each injective left T -module has finite projective dimension, any injective left Amodule and injective left B-module have finite projective dimension by [10, Theorem 3.1]. Hence, if X ∈ GF T , by the argument similar to that in [40, Proposition 3.5], we get X ∈ Φ(GF ).
Conversely, if X ∈ Φ(GF), then there exists a short exact sequence of left T -modules
By [33] , the class GF is always closed under extensions, regardless of the ring. So we only have to verify that M ⊗ B X 2 X 2
and cokerφ X 0 are Gorenstein flat. Since X 2 is Gorenstein flat, there is an exact complex F consisting of flat left B-modules, which remains exact after applying I ⊗ R − for any injective right B-module I and such that kerd 0 F = X 2 . Using [10, Lemma 2.3], we get that the complex M ⊗ B F is exact in B-Mod, which implies that j ! F is exact in T -Mod. Since each injective left T -module has finite projective dimension, by [10, Lemma 2.3] again, E ⊗ T j ! F is exact for any injective right T -module E. Therefore, kerd 0
is Gorenstein flat. Similarly, it is easy to verify that i * (cokerφ X ) = cokerφ X 0 is Gorenstein flat. 
Since G is Gorenstein flat, we have an exact sequence 0 → G → L 0 with L 0 flat. To see Tor R 1 (M, G) = 0, we shall show that α is a monomorphism. This follows from the following exact commutative diagram: Thus Tor R j (M, G) = 0 for all j > 0, as desired.
It is well known that (F R , C R ) is a complete hereditary cotorsion pair for any ring R, where F R is the class of flat left R-modules, C R = F ⊥ R is the class of cotorsion left R-modules. On the other hand,Šaroch andŠťovíček [33] have recently proved that the pair (GF R , GF ⊥ R ) is a perfect (so, in particular, complete) and hereditary cotorsion pair for any ring. According to [13, Proposition 4.1] , we see that GF R ∩ GF ⊥ R = F R ∩ C R . Thus, the cotorsion pairs (GF R , GF ⊥ R ) and (F R , C R ) satisfy the conditions (1) and (2) in Lemma 4.2. Then there exists a category W ′ R of modules, such that (GF R , W ′ R , C R ) forms a hereditary abelian model structure. As a consequence of the above lemmas, we obtain the following recollements. Moreover, if T is Gorenstein, we have the recollement
